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Abstract – Tube forming by closed-die is a method in the 

production of parts which has cross-section changes. This 

technology to avoid instability of long pipe under 

compression. The paper presents some results research of 

tubes forming process by applying combined technology 

steps: material narrowing, expansion and forming by closed-

die. Using the simulation results in order to divide the steps of 

technology, resize the thickness between the steps to ensure 

when experiment do not occur defects. The body parts after 

forming without mechanical processing to ensure precise size 

and gloss. The study results are used to make reference for 

design die of parts from tube. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Forming parts from tubes has many advantages such as: 

saving of materials, minimizing labor and in particular 

forming metal fibers in parts which to increase mechanical 

properties for products [1]. However, this method has faced 

many difficulties as level of deformation of parties is not 

large and it is harder to control the level of instability than 

deformation by using common cast, this will cause defects 

inside the parties including embedded, molding, folding 

[2]. Currently tube forming method in the world mainly use 

hot conditions forging to surface quality is not high due to 

oxidization [3, 4]. In accordance with the change of the wall 

thickness, the upsetting process can be divided into three 

types [5]: external upset, internal upset and internal-

external upset. This paper presents the research of forming 

process of parts by using tube STKM11A [6] in cold state. 

The application of the finite element numerical simulation 

method in metal forming process can provide detailed and 

reliable information, by which we can successfully 

optimize the forming parameters and the design of dies [7]. 

Using finite element method (software QFORM) for 

simulation of analysis of technology steps, determine 

critical strain, analysis metal flow and forecast the causes 

of such defects in parts. Based on simulation results, we can 

conduct experimental of verification of results. 

 

II. RESEARCH OF TUBE DEFORMATION IN 

COLD STATE BY MEANS OF NUMERICAL 

SIMULATION 
 

A. Research Subjects 
Damping rod in damping system is built mainly by two 

methods including metal cutting and forming by pressure 

processing. Due to load bearing parts, it should ensure 

mechanical properties, upon using metal cutting, it is 

required to dip and grind its surfaces. With pressure 

processing method, surface of parts are guaranteed to gloss, 

mechanical properties meet the requirements without 

dipping and grinding. Process and manufacturing 

technology is shown in Figure 1. The conditions during the 

forming must be guaranteed as [8]: Length of formed parts 

is not larger than 2.5 times of thickness of tube wall. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Parts 

 

Technological process and manufacturing steps of parts 

is defined by selecting work piece with diameter φ 18/12.5 

mm, after narrowing and flow forming with mandrel 

operation the work piece reached outside the tube size φ 14 

mm then proceeding to upsetting in closed-die with φ 23.8 

mm diameter. 

B. Numerical Simulation of Forming Processes 
To study the deformation of tube, metal flow of materials 

use numerical simulation. Material under the research is 

STKM11A (composition: C < 0, 12%; Si < 0, 35%; Mn < 

0, 6%; P < 0, 04%; S < 0, 04%. Tensile strength > 290 

N/mm 2)   with internal and external diameter respectively 

φ 18/12.5 mm. Selection of forming method of upsetting 

deformation, dividing the different steps, and review the 

effects of friction between pairs of work piece-punch-die 

causing defects in forming process. Friction between parts 

and die is between 0.25 and between the parts and punch is 

0.15 [1]. Elastic-plastic material model. Due to the 

deformation of punch and die is absolutely hard. 

Deformation speed is set to 1 mm/s. The article mainly 

presents process of forming of upsetting the work piece 

which clamped in the body, the whole process of 

deformation occurs only in the top of the parts. 

There are many technological parameters are considered 

in the process of forming. Calculate the technology steps to 

decide satisfactory or faulty products. Here we are mainly 

focusing on findings the forming process and determine the 

forming steps by numerical simulation and experimentally 

verified. 

Number of technological steps that can be identified 

thanks to the ratio between last thickness of tube t in 

forming process compared to initial thickness t0. Ratio t/t0 

is less than 1.5 [1] to ensure the parts which are not 

destabilized; no defects such as folding, wrinkle, 

concaving. Narrowing and flow forming (on the manrel) 

operations are selected in the first (Figure 2). Flow forming 

on the manrel operation ensures size φ 14, without 
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mechanical processing after forming. Next operations is to 

form top of tubes under deformation simulation within 

close-die and steps to ensure zero defects. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Forming of narrowing operations and flow forming 

 

The simulation results are done to select the optimum 

technological step for parts. If you choose upsetting under 

1 operation, the parts is folded at its top due to the 

instability of the work piece (Figure 3). Deformed mesh is 

overlapped, folded, the parts are folded wall of tube due to 

instability. The process of deformation showed the work 

piece starting to lose stability at the transition between the 

head and body of the parts freely. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Simulation of forming process via 1 step 

 

Forming of head of tubes, final thickness in shaped part 

t = 3.65 mm. Thickness of the molds in next step after flow 

forming t0 = 1.95 mm. Ratio t/t0 = 1.871. The technological 

steps of forming is divided into two steps, each step can be 

split ratio as shown in Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simulation of forming process via 2 steps 

Table 1. Distribution of the forming step 

Step Thickness of next 

steps(mm) 

Thickness of 

previous 

step(mm)  

Ratio 

t/t0 

1 1,95 2,7 1,386 

2 2,7 3,65 1,352 

 

When using forming in 2 operations, the parts meet the 

requirements (Figure 4). Products are free from any defects, 

deformed mesh not overlapped or cracked.  

Technological process of parts is selected including 

(Figure 5): 

Operation 1: Narrowing of head. 

Operation 2: Flow forming on manrel. 

Operation 3: Upsetting step 1 in close-die. 

Operation 4: Upsetting step 2 in close-die and fining. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Technological process a Damping Rod  in 4 steps 

 

III. STUDY OF FORMING BY EXPERIMENTS 
 

Narrowing and Flow forming operations is performed on 

hydraulic presses. By numerical simulation and constant 

volume inside the die to determine the length of the body 

in flow forming operation. Due to the speed of deformation 

and deformation conditions such as lubrication ... will 

significantly affect the ability to forming. When flow 

forming on manrel using crankshaft machine, the work 

piece is crack (Figure 6). Thus flow forming operation is 

done on hydraulic presses of 200 tones. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Defects upon flow forming on manrel 

 

Operation of forming head of parts, diagram as shown in 

Figure 7. 

Punch is designed on the basis of material deformation in 

the die and manrel to ensure internal diameter, not let metal 

to flow inside but deforming in outer diameter of the parts. 

Punch 3 and Die 5 are manufactured material SKD11, 

thermal hardness (55 ÷ 58) HRC, Punch is coated with 

Titan against corrosion. 

Heads of parts is formed in 2 steps including simulation 

results, after forming, pushing to get the product out of the 

Die. 
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Fig. 7. Diagram of principle of forming in step 4. 

 

1. Upper support; 2. Punch cover; 3. Punch; 4. Parts; 5. 

Die; 6. Push. 

When forming head of the parts in one operation, the 

parts are folded in transition position at thickness and top 

of the parts (Figure 8). 

 

 
Fig. 8. Experimental of forming of head of the parts via  

1 steps 

 

When forming the first experiments with the two 

operations, two steps are built on a block die and 

manufactured simultaneously on a stroke of 200 ton 

hydraulic press, the parts are shaped without defects 

(Figure 9). 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. Die and experimental parts 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The forming process of tubes in close-die is suitable for 

the production of tubular parts with section change. The 

process of forming can last multi-steps including necking, 

flow forming on manrel, upsetting step in close-die, but the 

most difficult to control the distribution of material on the 

wall in every step of forming. Tube thickness ratio after and 

before deformation t/t0 each operation to ensure t/t0 <1.5 

for the parts not destabilize to avoid defects. Research 

results in the selection with solution of two steps with the 

ratio respectively 1.386 and 1.352 without any defects. This 

result can be used in factories or engineering companies 

when processing SKD11 steel. 

With operation on flow forming on manrel to ensure the 

parts to achieve the correct size to ensures gloss without 

mechanical processing. 

Considering the results of forming by experiment that 

length of the body is clamped and deformed in the body 

only, calculation of ratio of the thickness t/t0 in forming 

section. 

Operations of forming are recommended to use on 

hydraulic presses avoiding defects due to large deformation 

speed reducing the degree of deformation in each operation. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Comparison of result between the experimental and the 

simulation results show a similarity to divide the steps of 

technology, resize the thickness between the steps to ensure 

when experiment do not occur defects. The body parts after 

forming without mechanical processing to ensure precise 

size and gloss. The study results are used to make reference 

for design die of parts from tube. 
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